
English Without Borders (EWB), a network created to support

English language teachers and students in Tajikistan, had an

official launch on March 1, 2021. With the help of EWB

Regional Representatives in just 5 months, the total number of

EWB members has reached over 3600 including teachers and

students.

The first ever-conducted EWB Needs Assessment Survey (NAS)

in Tajikistan during March-May, 2021 involved more than 528

teachers and 159 students via online and in-person

questionnaires. The NAS survey was designed to identify EL

teachers' and students' needs and better tailor EWB activities to

those needs.

Since March 1, EWB has organized 32 webinars via Zoom and

Facebook and hosted 23 EL Specialist/TESOL Experts and 9

local EL Teachers/ Instructors.  Each EWB webinar reaches

nearly 1K and more people on social media with over 500

engagements. The EWB webinars include participants from

Tajikistan, Bangladesh, the Philippines, Iran, Pakistan,

Romania, Georgia, the USA, Mauritania, Afghanistan, and other

countries. 
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English Without Borders Master
Workshop Awardees.

Marhabo Kholmurodova
GBAO

Fakhriddin Khidirov
Khatlon

Mirato Komilov
DRS

Parvina Yakubova
Sughd

Sarvinoz Komilova
Khatlon

Salmonsho Orzuev
DRS

Madina Sidiqova
Sughd

Nuriddin Asoev
Khatlon

Daler Qosimov
DRS

Mohirakhoni Husniddinzoda
Sughd

Abdurahim Vohidov
Sughd

Bakhtiyor Akbarov
DRS
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English Without Borders
Master Workshops
One of the goals of the EWB network is to

provide in-person teacher development in all

regions of Tajikistan to support the teaching

community and build the teaching capacity in

the regions. The first EWB Master Workshops

2021 call for proposals was announced in April

and was open to all English teachers across

Tajikistan until May 15. The first sub-grants of

the EWB project were awarded to 12 English

teacher trainers from all parts of Tajikistan who

hold different certificates in teaching English

and have participated in different national and

international programs. 

"It was my first-time
experience to participate

in training like this. Thank
you so much dear trainer

Vohidov Abdurahim!"
 

 Hamida Atokhonova
Secondary School

Teacher
 

"I would like to express my gratitude to our trainer
Mohirakhon Husnidinzoda for really efficient and

engaging training. I updated my teaching skills and
learned a lot about the critical thinking approach in
teaching English! I wish the EWB project continuous

growth and good luck to Mohirakhon in her future
endeavors!"

 
Saodat Akiljanova

Secondary School Teacher

"Thanks a lot to the EWB team and the teacher
trainers Sarvinoz and Jamshed for this great
opportunity to learn and enhance our digital
skills in teaching effective English classes in

Bokhtar, Khatlon region!" 

Farzona Odinaeva
Secondary School Teacher

in the EWB Master Workshop 2021. During

the 3, 4, and 5-day intensive training, the

English teachers expanded their knowledge,

enhanced their skills, and learned about new

tools, methods, and approaches in

communicative language teaching, critical

thinking, content-based learning, computer

literacy, and interactive classes. The trainees

were also encouraged to be involved in peer-

learning, peer teaching, and peer assessment

activities which enabled them to better

understand and apply the given knowledge

into practice.  
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Starting from June to August, the 12 EWB Master

Workshops 2021 awardees began to conduct

their professional development sessions in their

regions. Over 150 young English teachers from

Sughd, Khatlon, GBAO, and DRS were embraced

The first EWB Master Workshops 2021 has laid the

groundwork to foster professional relationships

between young and experienced English teachers on

the local and regional levels. Both the trainers and

trainees found participation in the EWB Master

Workshops a great opportunity for continuous

growth and networking with peers from different

schools, universities, cities, and regions.



Everyone has a goal in life, from teachers to

farmers, we all want to contribute to the world in

one way or the other and try to make it a better

place to live. I decided to bring my contribution

to this world through teaching, educating, and

inspiring the students. Khujand State University

was my first step towards a great adventure of

exploring the whole new world of teaching,

which led me to achieve bigger dreams and

goals. 

I started to apply to different US Embassy

programs and became a finalist in the Global

UGRAD program in 2009-2010, and participated

in English Teaching Mentor Program (ETM) in

2018, completed several courses of OPEN

(Online Professional English Network) program

in 2019. In 2020, I was selected as a Fulbright

fellow to teach Tajiki at the University of

Georgia, one of the best schools in the South that

is ranked in the top 100 Universities of the U.S. 

My first impressions of Georgia University:

enormous, beautiful campus, unlimited

resources, very welcoming staff, interesting

activities, and many busy students walking to

classes and studying till midnight at the library

every day. Teaching Tajik to non-native

speakers was a big challenge for me, as I did not

have prior experience teaching Tajik to foreign

students. 

Nonetheless, the challenges I had faced

opened to me new doors of

opportunities to develop and apply my

creativity in designing interactive

worksheets and materials to engage my

students in fun and motivating ways to

learn Tajik. I also created recordings for

dialogues, conversations, short videos

and adapted the reading materials based

on the needs of my students. 

I knew that teaching a language and

culture should not be isolated, so I

conducted cultural events, arranged

zoom sessions with Tajik native speakers

and American students, organized

reading clubs, where the students were

introduced to authentic literature

material, which helped them not only

develop their language skills but also

broaden their understanding about the

culture and the history of the learning

language. 

Alumni Stories:
Sidiqova Madinakhon
Fulbright, FLTA 2020-2021

My Fulbright FLTA experience equipped

me with additional tools, knowledge, and

skills and widened my professional

network which is helping me to pursue

my future career goals. I strongly

recommend this program to all English

teachers as this is a great opportunity for

sharing your culture and language,

building your teaching capacity, meeting

with people from different cultures and

backgrounds, and creating networking

with your host university.
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Text-Based Activities that Engage
Multi-Level Students with Learning.

Teachers often spend a lot of time explaining vocabulary

and grammar in texts. I suggest preparing a lesson that gives

this responsibility to students. Here’s where activities can be

adjusted for multi-level students. Lower-level are given

words with a translation, definition, and example. They must

think of two more examples. Mid-level students are given

words and sent to a resource such as a dictionary website.

They must choose the definition that fits the context (for

example harbor a grudge is different from boat in a harbor).

Higher-level students are given idioms (such as bury the

hatchet) or collocations (such as bear a grudge against). In

addition, students are given the responsibility to teach their

classmates what they have learned. Teachers might object

that each student starts with only a few words and that this

process might take extra class time. However, when students

have agency and responsibility, and when they teach others,

they will remember those few words vividly. In sum, three

well-learned words are more valuable than ten or fifteen

poorly learned and quickly forgotten words. Grammar

points can similarly be given to student groups.

I mentioned time, and it’s important not to spend too much

class time on vocabulary and grammar. In fact, having

students do their preparation at home and post their

presentations using Padlet or Flipgrid will allow more in-

class time on what is most important—reading activities that

focus on the ideas in the text. 

Kitty B. Purgason, Ph.D.

Professor Emerita

Department of Applied Linguistics and TESOL

Cook School of Intercultural Studies

Biola University, California, USA.

 

 

Teachers often start their lessons with texts—perhaps a

reading from a textbook or an article from some online or

print source. What is a good model for a lesson based on a

text? How can we make sure these lessons engage students in

active learning? How can we accommodate the range of

proficiency levels our students typically have?

First, pre-reading activities can both motivate students to

read and prepare them for the language in the text. Polls are

one way of doing this. For example, with a text about

forgiveness and health, a poll that surveys students’ opinion

on whether forgiving someone who has wronged you will

make you healthier, introduces key vocabulary, and starts

their thinking about the topic.

 

Finally, it’s important to have post-

reading questions that go beyond

simple comprehension and allow

students to evaluate, analyze, apply,

create, and think critically. For

example: (a) This text says that a

reason to forgive others is for its

health benefits. What are some other

reasons to forgive? (b) Do you know

someone who needs to hear the

message from this text? Perhaps it’s a

relative who is both angry and

unhealthy. Talk about who the person

is and how you might explain what

you’ve learned to them. At this stage,

it’s good to have at least four different

questions and to give students some

choice in what they answer. Putting

each question in one corner of the

room and sending students to

different corners is one way of

making the discussion more active.

answer the question, and then teach

the rest of the class. Since some

sections or questions will be more

difficult than others, they can be

given to students with higher

proficiency. Again, the responsibility

to teach will lead to more engagement

and better learning.
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Comprehension questions can also be assigned to students in

level-based groups. In other words, divide the text into

sections, each with its own question(s). Small groups of

students are responsible to do close reading of their section, 



Presenting 44 English sounds in a chart

including a symbol, explanation of its

articulation, an example of a word, and a

transcription containing this sound. English

sounds are taught in contrast with Tajik ones.

For example, students have to say Tajik words

using English sounds. It helps students to feel

differences and similarities in pronunciation

of the English and Tajik sounds.

Practicing pronunciation by using games and

exercises (Bingo, Sound Race, singing songs,

reading poetry, tongue twisters).

Practicing reading transcriptions.

Providing transcriptions while presenting a

new vocabulary.

To overcome many of these challenges in

English pronunciation every learner of English

should study the international phonetic symbols

used in the English language, as well as their

articulation and practice reading transcriptions.

Teachers of English must always find ways to

improve students’ pronunciation because it is

crucial for enhancing communicative

competence. Who do you think is a better

learner, the student who can read transcriptions

or the one who cannot?

I would like to share with you some effective

strategies for teaching phonetics that I use in my

teaching practice: 

"Phonetics" is the study of the sounds that people

make when they speak. In some languages, every

letter or symbol is pronounced the same way it is

spelled. These languages are called "phonetic"

languages. English, unlike the Tajik language,

belongs to the non-phonetic group in which the

relation between letter and sound is much less

direct. That is why for Tajik students who learn

the English language it is often confusing and

challenging to correctly pronounce English words.

It may cause the loss of motivation and interest in

language learning for some learners too when

phonetics is not taught properly.

Another challenge is the absence of certain

English sounds in the Tajik language such as [w],

[ŋ], [θ], [ð] which Tajik learners may find difficult

to pronounce. Some learners have a rich

vocabulary and good grammar, but people find it

hard to understand them because of their

incorrect pronunciation. Communication is not

possible without mastering pronunciation skills,

since the violation of pronunciation norms

significantly complicates the communication

process.

Why is Teaching
Phonetics Important?
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Gulchehra Hamidova, English teacher, 
Gimnazium #4, Khujand, Tajikistan



Connecting Teachers
and Opportunities
by Tojiniso Olimnazarova

"THE ASSOCIATION
COLLABORATES WITH A

NUMBER OF EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS IN KHOROG

AND IS PLANNING TO
EXPAND ITS SERVICES TO

ALL GBAO ENGLISH
TEACHERS."

  Khorog English Teachers’ sub - association (KETA)

is the brainchild of Tojiniso Olimnazarova, Senior

EAP Lecturer with the University of Central Asia

(UCA). It was started in 2018 as her community

service project and is now part of the Association of

Teachers of GBAO. KETA’s purpose is to serve as a

hub for English teachers to network and share ideas

at the grassroots level since there is no central

organization in Khorog for the teachers to do this.

  KETA seeks to promote English teaching by

providing opportunities for seasoned English

language professionals in Khorog to disseminate

practical ideas and knowledge on what constitutes

best practices for teaching English through

presenting at the association’s monthly workshops

and its future mentoring training sessions. The

workshops provide a venue for teachers to gain

professional experience at the local TESOL level and

encourage them to present and pursue their training

internationally. 

   Fourteen workshops funded by UCA have been

organized so far by Tojiniso Olimnazarova.

Teachers find it useful and supportive to connect

with their peers and have expressed developing

greater confidence in their teaching, primarily due

to witnessing the expertise of local workshop

teachers. By taking a leading role in the creation and

support of this association, UCA is helping raise the

standard of English language teaching in the

community. This will result in more qualified

English language applicants applying to UCA, AUCA,

KIMEP, and other international universities.

Moreover, by raising the status of English, more

secondary school graduates will feel confident to

speak the language and this, in turn, will benefit the

local community economically as ecotourism grows

and there is an increase in the number of

international visitors in Khorog.   
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  Organization is very important in English writing. It provides clarity by signaling the writer’s

approach to a topic. English paragraphs and essays are closely related using the Rule of Three. There

are three parts to a standard English paragraph. The first sentence is the topic sentence, presenting

the defining idea of the paragraph. Next, several subsequent sentences comprise the body, with

supporting details that develop this defining idea of the topic sentence. The body typically includes

three supporting details that elaborate on the topic sentence. The last sentence is a conclusion,

summarizing the content of the paragraph by referring back to the topic sentence.  The standard

English five-paragraph essay expands from this standard paragraph organization.  
  Like the paragraph, there are three parts to the essay. A paragraph of introduction (Paragraph 1)

replaces the standard paragraph’s topic sentence. This introduction focuses the reader’s attention on

the topic and/or gives general background information. Paragraph 1 ends with a thesis sentence that

specifies the defining quality of the topic according to the writer. 

  The second part of a five-paragraph essay consists of three paragraphs (Paragraphs 2-4) that

together make up the body of the essay and elaborate on the thesis. Each of these three paragraphs is

organized with a topic sentence and preferably three supporting details. Paragraphs 2-4 do not

contain conclusion sentences; the conclusion in an essay is saved for the last paragraph. 

  The third part of the five-paragraph essay is the conclusion paragraph (Paragraph 5). It is

symmetrical to Paragraph 1. Whereas Paragraph 1 begins with general sentences and ends with the

specific thesis, Paragraph 5 begins with a summary sentence referring to the thesis and then presents

general sentences explaining the importance of this topic. 

    In conclusion, since writers of English organize paragraphs and essays similarly, understanding the

structure of a standard paragraph is essential for writing a clear essay. The reader in English expects

and values clarity. This essay is structured as a model of a five-paragraph essay, employing the Rule

of Three, to serve as an example.

 The Writing Process: From Paragraph to Essay
by Vivian Leskes

English Language Specialist
English Language Programs

US Department of State
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Introduction paragraph

Expanding a paragraph into an essay 

Paragraph 5 Paragraph Essay

Topic sentence

Body

Body paragraph 1

Body paragraph 2

Body paragraph 3

Conclusion paragraph Conclusion sentence 



Make sure to have photos that

match your stories well too.

Failure Leads to
Success

by Husniya Mamadsafoeva

I always wanted to be part of an international team

and explore teaching tips and ideas and witness

teaching moments in other parts of the world. The

dream of a young teacher from a remote area in

GBAO, Tajikistan could have remained just a

dream if not for the Teaching Excellence

Achievement Program (TEA). The word “teaching”

and “excellence” just empowered my desire to

apply to this program and boosted my confidence

and motivation to become part of this professional

community.

"I recommend the TEA program to
all secondary English teachers in

Tajikistan and advise them to
apply and never give up until you
succeed. If you need any help or

information about the TEA
program, I will be happy to help."

How did I become a TEA finalist? Well, this was a

long journey for me. I applied to the TEA Program

many years and every time my attempts were

followed by failure. I saw my failure in my low

score in TOEFL. Despite the limited resources, I

tried to practice and prepare for the TOEFL every

year as much as I could with the hope that next

time I would get a higher score. Fortunately, in my

last attempt, success became mine. 

The TEA program has so much to give for

teachers to become confident, professional,

and open-minded. I really enjoyed and felt

proud to be part of the international teaching

community who joined the program from

different parts of the world. The pool of

discussion and sharing ideas contributed to

better understanding the challenges and

success of teachers across the globe. The

support, kindness, and humility of the

professors, advisors, and staff were just

beyond my expectation and was something

amazing for me to learn from. 

Constantly being engaged in discussion,

preparing presentations, delivering

presentations, and writing reflections helped

me to become confident in speaking,

presenting, writing, and even listening. The

rigorous learning atmosphere with a super

supportive team/staff boosted my confidence

in expressing thoughts, asking questions, and

understanding various teaching concepts. My

participation in the TEA program has

equipped me with many new ideas in

teaching development to implement in my

remote village in Ishkashim as well as pushed

me to make bigger plans for my future

career. 

Husniya Mamadsafoeva 
 

 Secondary School English Language Instructor 
 Ishkashim, GBAO.
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Variations
   1. All the words, or as many words as possible, should be used in a short narrative or in a story that can be drawn if the group
happens to be artistic. 
   2. For a bigger challenge, the teacher could write only the letters from a quote on the board. Students could come up with words
and then try to recreate the quotation. 
   3. For a low-level teacher, or if the teacher wants to wrap up the activity quickly, s/he can divide the words from the quotation
into syllables. For example, “I have never let my schooling interfere with my education.” — Mark Twain The quotation can be
divided as follows: I/have/ne/ver/let/my/school/ing/in/ter/fere/with/my/e/du/ca/tion. The students will be given the pieces to
complete the quotation and then the students can check whether any of their words was used in the quotation. 

Level

Beginner Intermediate  Advanced Listening Speaking Reading

Writing Grammar Vocabulary
Critical 
Thinking Kinesthetic Tactile 

Procedure
   1. Decide whether students will compete alone, in pairs, or
in groups, and arrange the class accordingly.
   2. Select the source of the game: name, quote, book title, or
other.
   3. Students are to create as many English words as they can
using only the letters in the source. For each word, the limit of
letters is what is in the source (i.e., if there is only one “s” in
the source, students cannot write a word that is spelled with
more than one “s”).
   4. Set a time limit — three minutes is good for those just
starting. 
   5. When the time is up, pens and pencils should be down
and students should count up the number of words created.
   6. If students are creating words from their names, they can
share the total number of words created and various
individuals can read their lists. 
   7. If students are all working off the same source, the
student/pair/group with the highest number of words should
read their complete list. As they read, if others have the same
word on their list, that word is removed from the total
number of points. 
    8. Other groups read words they had that the first group
didn’t have, getting one point for each if no other group has
it. This continues until all groups have read their lists.
    9. Misspellings will not count in the final tally. 

Preparation
Decide what students will be getting letters from: their name, a
quote, etc. 

This activity is an easy warm-up or energizing activity that
requires very little to no preparation. Students compete to see how
many words they can make from letters included in their name, a
quote, or something else. 

Vocabulary Building
Activity: Letter Loans
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Example:
Name: Nora, Natalia, Lerena. 
are     tin     leer     tail     not     neat     note     teen 
no      oar    near    tale    on      real      train     rail

When to Use it
 • To transition students into English
 • To warm up a class
 • To focus students after a break

Skills

Practice 

Materials
Paper

Preparation Time
5 minutes to select the source

Activity Time
3 minutes to play; 5–10 minutes to debrief

Contributor
Contributor: Nora N Lerena, teacher, Buenos Aires
City state schools, Argentina. Research interests
include Language Acquisition and its connection
to identity, Linguistics, and Variationist
Sociolinguistics.

This game was taken from The Monster Book of
Language Teaching Activities. page 67.  



Want to become a Speaker at the
EWB Chai Talk?

 
Starting in April, EWB launched a
series of EWB Chai Talk with
outstanding people who
contribute to the development of
culture and education through
English. The EWB Chai Talk is
organized every month.
If you are interested in becoming
our speaker, please contact us via
info@ewb.tj

What Are My Dreams for My
Students?
Turning the Covid-19 Challenges
into Opportunities (share from
your own experience the
challenges you faced and
opportunities you have developed
for your teaching)
Covid-19 and its impact on
teaching and learning

Include writer’s name, address,
phone number, school, and email
address.
Essay should be at least 600 words
but should not exceed 1000 words.
Only original essays will be
considered for the competition.
Any form of plagiarism will result
in disqualification of the essay.

1.

2.

3.

Direction for submitting your essay:

1st place - TOEFL book
2nd place - USB Flash Drive
3rd place - Internet 3000 MB 

Best three essays will be awarded
prizes.

The winners of the contest will be
contacted by the EWB team and
highlighted via EWB social media
pages in November, 2021.

The U.S. Embassy in Dushanbe is
announcing Fulbright Visiting Scholar
Program (2022–2023 academic year).
The Fulbright Visiting Scholar awards
are offered to experienced Tajik
professionals, university faculty
members, and researchers at relevant
governmental and non-governmental
organization (with ten years or more
professional experience) to pursue
research at U.S. universities for a
period up to one academic year.

The online application is available at
https://apply.iie.org/fvsp2022

Become a volunteer

If you are interested in doing volunteer
work, join the EWB team and make
your contribution to the betterment of
teaching and learning of English
language in Tajikistan. 

EWB Master Workshops 
Call for Proposals

News and Opportunities

To learn more about these
opportunities, please visit our website
and become a member of EWB:
www.ewb.tj

EWB Essay Contest for
English Language Teachers

Are you following us on Facebook and Instagram yet? Keep up to date with all the
news, opportunities, and events, or have your questions answered at 

info@ewb.tj • pr@ewb.tj

C O N N E C T  W I T H  U S
@ E W B T J   •    W W W . E W B . T J

All the articles in this newsletter were provided by the authors themselves. 
Proofread by Lisa Horvath, the co-editor of the TESOL Materials Writers Interest Section (MWIS) newsletter.

 

EWB is excited to announce an essay
contest for all English teachers across
Tajikistan. You can choose one of the
topics below for your essay. Send it to
ewb.durakhshimarifat@gmail.com no
later than October 15, 2021.

We welcome proposals to conduct
professional development workshops
for diverse groups of English
Language Teaching professionals on
the following themes:
- Innovative Teaching in English
- Enhancing Teaching skills
- Leadership in Teaching English
- Capacity building of teachers: using
technology and digital tools
- Student-centered or competency-
based learning
- Interactive teaching in elementary
schools
- Teaching English in vulnerable
communities
- Activities related to improving
teaching English at all levels

English language teachers (at least
50% teaching workload) who are
currently working in secondary
school, university, or private
educational institution in
Tajikistan.
Applicants must have a minimum
of three (3) years of teaching
experience. English language
teachers from remote areas of
Tajikistan are encouraged to
apply.

Who's Eligible?

Application deadline: 
November 15, 2021
Project Period: 
January - February 2022
Grant amount: up to $500
For more information please visit
https://bit.ly/3jvffRC

The application deadline: 
October 1, 2021.

More information:
https://bit.ly/2WRvwXW

Fulbright Visiting
Scholar Program 

2022 - 2023

https://apply.iie.org/fvsp2022
https://ewbn.org/volunteer/
https://ewbn.org/
https://www.facebook.com/ewbtj
https://www.instagram.com/ewbtj/
http://www.ewb.tj/
mailto:ewb.durakhshimarifat@gmail.com
https://bit.ly/3jvffRC
https://bit.ly/2WRvwXW

